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Purpose
The purpose of this document is to present the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit
Authority’s (GCRTA) guidelines for the placement and design of bus stops. These bus
stop design guidelines provide an ideal framework for bus stops in order to establish a
safe and comfortable transit service.
RTA operates in multiple jurisdictions throughout Northeast Ohio on roads maintained
by various agencies including the Ohio Department of Transportation, Cuyahoga
County Department of Public Works, and 59 different municipalities. In an effort to
communicate on behalf of our customers, GCRTA is providing these bus stop design
guidelines so that each jurisdiction can understand what is needed to best serve our
passengers and operators. It also provides general guidance on ideal conditions that
will benefit both pedestrians and automobile operators to create a safe, shared space
for all users of the public right-of-way.
Transit Waiting Environments (TWE) are not addressed in this document. Please refer
to RTA’s Planning and Programming Department at http://www.riderta.com/planning.
TWE includes site specific details for individual bus stops such as lighting, waste
receptacles, street art, bicycle racks, etc.
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Bus Stop Design & Location
This document focuses on the bus stop design and location as it relates to serving
customers in a safe and efficient manner. The location of bus stops affects the safety of
passengers, motorists, pedestrians, and GCRTA vehicle operators. Proper bus stop
design and location contributes to a smooth operation of the transit system.
GCRTA’s Service Planning is responsible for the planning, placement, and
management of bus stop locations in the GCRTA network. This includes bus stop
signage and shelters.
Bus Stop Planning
Bus Stop Planning involves Service Planning staff reviewing any requests related to
alteration of a bus stop (e.g. change, relocate, add, remove). Requests will be reviewed
and may be investigated for any safety or operational challenges. If a potential change
is warranted, GCRTA will conduct the necessary analysis and recommend a preferred
alternative. This may affect existing or proposed stop amenities.
Bus Stop Safety & Consolidation
The GCRTA Service Planning Section is currently conducting a bus stop safety review
and consolidation for each bus route in the GCRTA network. This process reviews bus
routes and their stops for efficiency and the safety of operators, pedestrians, vehicles,
and passengers. Additions, moves, and removals to bus stop locations resulting from
this process are usually implemented during GCRTA service changes to improve the
safety and efficiency of the bus stops on the reviewed route.
As Needed Basis
These guidelines illustrate the occasions when RTA may alter bus stop locations. In
addition to the above instances, GCRTA Service Planning reviews bus stop location
and design related to construction projects. Please refer to the Road Construction
Projects portion of this document. However, this is not an exhaustive list and other
projects, requests, or goals may occur requiring bus stop planning.
For contact information related to Bus Stop Design & Location, please refer to RTA
Contact Information.
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Types of Bus Stops
The GCRTA network incorporates the following bus stop types:
Typical bus stop without a paved
passenger waiting area
These simple bus stops feature a bus stop
sign located on a pole or other structure
along the curb, with no paved waiting
areas for passengers. See Figure 1.
In certain settings and due to financial
constraints, bus stops without paved
waiting areas will continue to be a feature
of the GCRTA network.

Figure 1- Passenger Waiting Area Without Pavement

Typical bus stop with a paved passenger
waiting area
A bus stop with a paved waiting area provides
the easiest boarding and alighting possibilities for
patrons, and is the preferred style of bus stop.
See Figure 2.
Due to financial constraints, GCRTA does not
provide the paved passenger waiting areas
except in these cases: (1) on GCRTA owned
land and (2) at stops where a GCRTA shelter will
be installed. Local jurisdictions are encouraged
to pave passenger waiting areas.
Figure 2- Paved Passenger Waiting Area
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BUS STOPPING ZONES
The area along the street where a bus vehicle will
stop is referred to as a bus stopping zone. These
zones differ depending on the bus stop’s location;
however, certain factors are taken into
consideration for every bus route.
There must be sufficient bus stopping zones within
streets for bus stops. The bus stopping zone area
is the space needed for a bus (or buses,
depending on the location) to safely stop at a bus
stop. The distances include maneuvering space
required for the bus with a fully extended bus
bicycle rack to enter the bus stopping zone, stop
parallel to the curb to load and unload
passengers, and exit the bus stopping zone to
reenter traffic.
Every GCRTA bus is equipped with an extending
bicycle rack for customers to place their bicycles
while riding. Each rack can hold a maximum of
three (3) bicycles. When fully extended, the rack
adds an additional 5’ to the front of each bus. This
is accounted for in each of the following bus
stopping zone tables and diagrams.
Bus stopping zones are commonly referred to in
one of three ways: nearside, farside, or midblock.
A nearside bus stop zone means the bus stop is
situated before an intersection in the direction of
bus travel. A farside bus stop zone means the
bus stop is situated after an intersection, in the
direction of bus travel. A midblock bus stop zone
is not located adjacent to an intersection and is
usually between two streets, sometimes at the
midway point, but not always.

Figure 3- Bus with Collapsed Bicycle Rack

Figure 4- Bus with Extended Bicycle Rack

Figure 5- 60 Foot Articulated Bus Turning Movement
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40’ Bus
The preferred minimum requirements for bus stopping zones for one 40’ bus are
indicated in Figures 6 through 10. It must be noted that these are ideal conditions and
the actual zones will depend on the street environment, density of the area, and current
parking regulations. These minimums should be aimed for wherever possible to ensure
that buses have adequate and safe distances to serve the bus stop safely.
Location of Bus
Stop

No Parking Zone
Front of Bus

Bus
Length

(Minimum – Desired)

Nearside
Midblock
Farside
Farside Left Turn
Farside Right Turn

No Parking Zone
Behind bus

Total Bus
Stop Length

(Minimum – Desired)

6’ – 10’
20’
20’
20’
20’

40’
40’
40’
40’
40’

40’
40’
10’
25’
55’

86’ - 90’
100’
70’
85’
115’
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Figure 6- Nearside Bus Stop Serving One 40’ Bus at a Time

For a better alternative, see Figure 18- Nearside Bus Bump Out Served by One 40 Foot Bus
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Figure 7- Midblock Bus Stop Serving One 40’ Bus at a Time

For a better alternative, see Figure 19- Midblock Bus Bump Out Served by One 40 Foot Bus
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Figure 8- Farside Bus Stop Serving One 40’ Bus at a Time – No Turning of Bus

For a better alternative, see Figure 20- Farside Bus Bump Out Served by One 40 Foot Bus- No Turning
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Figure 9- Farside Bus Stop Serving One 40’ Bus at a Time – Left Turn to Bus Stop
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Figure 10- Farside Bus Stop Serving One 40’ Bus at a Time – Right Turn to Bus Stop with 20’ Curb Radius

To reduce the 55’ rear stopping distance, please see Curb Radius on page 30
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60’ Articulated Bus
The preferred minimum requirements for bus stopping zones for one 60’ bus are
indicated in Figures 11 through 15 below. It must be noted that these zones depend on
the street environment, density of the area, and current regulatory nature of the road.
These should be aimed for wherever possible to ensure that buses have adequate and
safe distances to serve the bus stop safely.

Location of Bus
Stop

No Parking Zone
Front of Bus

Bus
Length

(Minimum – Desired)

Nearside
Midblock
Farside
Farside Left Turn
Farside Right Turn

No Parking Zone
Behind bus

Total Bus
Stop Length

(Minimum – Desired)

6’ – 10’
20’
20’
20’
20’

60’
60’
60’
60’
60’

40’
40’
10’
25’
55’

106’ - 110’
120’
90’
105’
135’
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Figure 11- Nearside Bus Stop Serving One 60’ Bus at a Time

For a better alternative, see Figure 21- Nearside Bus Bump Out Served by One 60 Foot Bus
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Figure 12- Midblock Bus Stop Serving One 60’ Bus at a Time

For a better alternative, see Figure 22- Midblock Bus Bump Out Served by One 60 Foot Bus
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Figure 13- Farside Bus Stop Serving One 60’ Bus at a Time – No Turning

For a better alternative, see Figure 23- Farside Bus Bump Out Served by One 60 Foot Bus-No Turning
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Figure 14- Farside Bus Stop Serving One 60’ Bus at a Time – Left Turn to Bus Stop
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Figure 15- Farside Bus Stop Serving One 60’ Bus at a Time – Right Turn to Bus Stop with 20’ Curb Radius

To reduce the 55’ rear stopping distance, please see Curb Radius on page 30
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Multiple Buses Serving A Bus Stop
For bus stops at which more than one bus may be stopped at a given time, additional
bus stopping zone is needed so that buses are not waiting for access to the passenger
stop. Added space for each additional bus equals the bus length plus a gap length with
a minimum of 10’, preferred 20’, between buses. Figure 16 illustrates this necessary
spacing.

Figure 16- Minimum (10’) to Preferred (20’) Distance between Two Buses Serving the Same Bus Stop
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Additional Bus Stopping Zones
Curb Modifications Affecting Bus Stop Configurations
Bus Bay
The bus bay is a location outside of the lane of traffic (also known as off-line) with
respect to the traffic travel lanes. It is a special, curbed pull-in/out for buses. See Figure
17.
The bus bay allows general traffic to pass a loading bus and interferes less with rightturning vehicles at the intersection. It can be effectively incorporated into a site design
where unusually high-volume loading is anticipated. Advantages in using this
configuration are where an intersection presents a particular hazard or conflict with
transit operations. The GCRTA DOES NOT encourage the use of bus bays because of
the delays and hazards of re-entering the traffic stream. Only in the case of a bus
layover (i.e. bus parking) is the bus bay recommended. Consult with GCRTA prior to
installation of any type of bus bay to avoid loss of service and ensure the design
specifications will allow proper movement of the bus. See the RTA Contact Information
section.

Figure 17- Example of a Bus Bay
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Bus Bump Out
A bus bump out is a widening of the sidewalk to extend the bus loading/waiting area into
the roadway. See Figures 18 through 23. It can be utilized to improve loading/unloading
of the transit vehicle and shorten the bus’s dwell time at a bus stop. Dwell time refers to
the time used to discharge and take passengers at a bus stop including the opening and
closing of doors. A bus bump out may conserve curbside space for parking relative to a
bus stopping zone without a bump out (See Figure 25).
It is most effectively used where pedestrian volumes are high, or where the sidewalk is
narrow and additional waiting space is required. The bus bump out provides a larger
waiting area for passengers (to accommodate a shelter, for example), lessens
interference with pedestrians on the sidewalk, and can serve as a pedestrian amenity
by shortening the crossing distance.
Bus bump outs provide an ideal balance between traffic flow, vehicular parking, and
public transit service. Since the bus does not need to exit and re-enter traffic, there is
less of a chance for bus-vehicle collisions. It is also beneficial because it reduces the
number of on-street parking spaces that would be required to be removed. This is
discussed in the Comparison of Typical Bus Stop with Bus Bump Out section below.
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Figure 18- Nearside Bus Bump Out Served by One 40 Foot Bus at a Time
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Figure 19- Midblock Bus Bump Out Served by One 40 Foot Bus at a Time
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Figure 20-Farside Bus Bump Out Served by One 40 Foot Bus at a Time - No Turning of Bus
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Figure 21- Nearside Bus Bump Out Served by One 60 Foot Bus at a Time
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Figure 22- Midblock Bus Bump Out Served by One 60 Foot Bus at a Time
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Figure 23- Farside Bus Bump Out Served by One 60 Foot Bus at a Time - No Turning of Bus
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Comparison of Typical Bus Stop with Bus Bump Out
It is worth comparing the typical bus stop to the previously mentioned bus bump out.
Bump outs remove less parking for vehicles while still providing the necessary space for
transit service.
40’ Bus Stop Type
Nearside
Midblock
Farside (no turning bus)
60’ Bus Stop Type
Nearside
Midblock
Farside (no turning bus)

Typical 40’ Bus Stop
No Parking Length
90’
100’
70’

Bump Out 40’ Bus Stop
No Parking Length
40’
40’
50’

Typical 60’ Bus Stop
No Parking Length
110’
120’
90’

Bump Out 60’ Bus Stop
No Parking Length
60’
60’
70’

The values above are used to show the difference between a typical bus stop and a
bump out bus stop. These values are subject to change based on the situation of the
individual bus stop. Figure 25 illustrates an example of the difference for a nearside 40
foot bus stop with a typical or bump out configuration. These are example images and
not to be used for design purposes.
For contact information related to Bus Stop Design & Location please refer to RTA
Contact Information.
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Figure 24- Example of Parking Spaces Lost with Typical 40 foot Nearside Bus Stop

Figure 25- Example of Parking Spaces Gained with Bump Out 40 foot Nearside Bus Stop
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Other Factors Impacting Bus Stops and Service
Parking
As can be seen in the previous Bus Stopping Zone figures, the bus requires adequate
space for safe and efficient stops. One item that directly impacts bus stops, but can
only be addressed on a case by case basis, is parking configuration. Parking can
negatively impact the ability of GCRTA to provide safe and efficient service for its
customers. One example of a negative parking impact is when diagonal parking spaces
are provided on streets with bus service. A vehicle might back out into the path of a
bus. GCRTA discourages diagonal parking and can assist jurisdictions during the
design process of streets, commercial complexes, and other places where GCRTA
service occurs. For contact information related to Bus Stop Design & Location please
refer to RTA Contact Information.
Curb Radius
For a Right Turn Farside Bus Stop Zone, the curb radius of the street will impact the
length of the bus stopping zone that is required. The radius of a curb affects the ability
of a bus to perform a right turn. A larger curb radius reduces the amount of rear
stopping distance required at the bus stop since the bus is able to hug the curb and
make a smoother turn. A smaller curb radius requires the bus to make a wider turn and
therefore requires a larger rear stopping distance to allow adequate distance for the bus
to return to the curb. An added benefit of a larger radius (such as 50 feet) is that it
creates a shorter distance to the intersection encouraging crosswalk utilization by
customers. See Figure 26.
For roadway construction projects where the curb radius is being modified, GCRTA’s
preferred curb radius for a right-turning bus is 50 feet, depending on the intersection.
Refer to Figures 27 and 28 to see the disadvantages of a bus turning right where a 20
foot and 40 foot radius is provided. Curb radius is impacted by a wide range of
variables and recommendations cannot replace professional judgment or site specific
design or review of a licensed engineer. For contact information related to Bus Stop
Design & Location please refer to RTA Contact Information.
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Figure 26- Curb Radius Compared to Rear Stopping Distance Required Behind Bus of a Right Turn Farside Bus Stop Zone
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Figure 27- Example of 40’ Bus Right Turn with 20’ Curb Radius- Staff Observed

Figure 28- Example of 40’ Bus Right Turn with 40’ Curb Radius- Staff Observed
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Bus Shelters
Shelters are provided in the GCRTA network by either GCRTA or another sponsor (e.g.
municipality or nonprofit). This document only addresses those shelters purchased,
installed, and maintained by GCRTA.
RTA shelters consist of a mixture of sizes and types in order to be able to respond to
different site circumstances and requirements; however, all shelters meet ADA
specifications. As of the writing of this document, the GCRTA network incorporates four
(4) shelter sizes and designs: extra small, small, medium, and large. A consistent
design was adopted for GCRTA owned shelters to minimize initial and ongoing expense
without compromising service to customers. These shelters are durable and easy to
maintain and provide a safe and secure environment for customers. All bus shelters
feature at least one bench seat with the length of the bench varying by the size of the
shelter. Typically, seating space inside a shelter is smaller than standing space.
Ideally, shelters should be located and oriented parallel to the facing curb. The curb
should be free of obstructions to allow a clear path from the passenger waiting area to
the bus. The shelter should serve as an amenity for customers and not restrict the
movement of pedestrians and bus passengers around the entire shelter.
Provisions of GCRTA’s Service Policy
GCRTA provides passenger shelters to protect waiting passengers from inclement
weather conditions. GCRTA seeks to provide seating and shelter at bus stops and rail
stations if sufficient space1 is available and 50 or more daily riders are expected to use
the shelter. An existing business or building canopy may act as one form of passenger
shelter. Installation and service of shelters are performed regularly by GCRTA.
Shelters are most commonly located within the public right-of-way. Each municipality
decides whether to install and service waste receptacles near shelters. If another
sponsor, outside of GCRTA, chooses to provide a shelter, it will be required to meet
ADA standards; however, the design, installation, and maintenance will be at the
discretion of the sponsor.

1

Sufficient space is defined as adequate ingress and egress from an installed shelter, meeting ADA,
without creating a safety hazard for passengers or pedestrians.
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Shelter Pad
Shelter pads are concrete pads to which a shelter is secured. Ideally, concrete shelter
pads will be poured at 4” thickness with varying length and width to accommodate the
shelter being installed. The table below represents minimum requirements. If additional
amenities are being installed at the stop, a larger shelter pad may be installed to
accommodate these additions.
Shelter Size
Extra Small or Small
Medium
Large

Length of Shelter Pad
15 feet
18 feet
21 feet

Width of Shelter Pad
10 feet
10 feet
10 feet

Depth of Shelter Pad
4 inches
4 inches
4 inches

For contact information related to Bus Stop Design & Location please refer to RTA
Contact Information.

Bus Shelter Inventory
The following shelter inventory shows the most common shelters within the GCRTA
network. In the absence of special grants or funding, only standard signs and shelters
will be provided by GCRTA at bus stop locations. If another type of shelter is desired,
the sponsor will be responsible for all site preparation, shelter placement, ADA
compliance, and maintenance of the shelter.
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Extra Small Shelter
Extra Small Shelters (Figures 29 and 30) are utilized when limited space is available.
The shelter may be installed as front facing (opening toward the street) or rear facing
(opening away from the street).
Dimensions
Length
Width
Height

Extra Small Bus Shelter
9 feet
3 feet plus 2 feet roof overhang
8 feet 8 inches or less

Figure 30- Extra Small Shelter Front-Facing

Figure 29- Extra Small Shelter Rear-Facing
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Small Shelter
Small Shelters are very similar to extra small shelters; however, the side panels extend
so there is no overhang. See Figures 31 and 32. There is a large opening and one
bench seat. These may also be front or rear facing.
Dimensions
Length
Width
Height

Small Bus Shelter
9 feet
5 feet
8 feet 8 inches or less

Figure 32- Small Shelter Rear Facing

Figure 31- Small Shelter Front Facing
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Medium Shelter
There are two different types: front-rear (Figure 33) and double front (Figure 34).
The front-rear type has one entrance at the front of the shelter and one entrance at the
rear of the shelter. This forms a ‘Z’ style of movement from the rear to the front of the
shelter (or vice versa).
Double front shelters feature both openings at the front of the shelter. These cannot be
accessed from the rear and are best suited where limited rear entrance is possible.
Dimensions
Length
Width
Height

Medium Shelter
12 feet
6 feet
8 feet 8 inches or less

Figure 33- Medium Shelter Front-Rear Type

Figure 34- Medium Shelter Double Front Type
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Large Shelter
Large Shelters also come in two types: front-rear and double-front. These shelters
require a large area for installation. See Figures 35 and 36.
Dimensions
Length
Width
Height

Figure 36- Large Shelter Front-Rear Type

Large Bus Shelter
18 feet
6 feet
8 feet 8 inches or less

Figure 35- Large Shelter Double Front Type
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Road Construction Projects
Construction, for the purposes of this document, is defined as any project resulting in
disturbance to GCRTA bus stops. GCRTA should be contacted to participate in any
decisions on both design and construction that will require temporary or permanent stop
closures, relocations, or route disruptions.

Permanent Construction Impact
Permanent construction impacts involve projects within the public right-of-way such as
the construction or rehabilitation of intersections, roadways and sidewalks. These
activities may result in bus service or bus stop removal, relocation, or establishment.
Projects falling in this category are typically sponsored by the Ohio Department of
Transportation (ODOT), Cuyahoga County Department of Public Works or a local
municipality. It is beneficial to both the project sponsor and GCRTA to have the
appropriate coordination begin early in the design process. This includes providing
GCRTA the opportunity to review plans at 30%, 90% and 100% complete.

Temporary Construction Impact
Projects that will cause temporary disruption to a bus route and/or bus stop during
construction, but will result in returning the roadway to its existing condition after
completion of construction, are “temporary construction impacts” Examples of these
types of projects include utility work, bridge repairs, or building construction adjacent to
the roadway. Typically, these projects require temporary lane closures or detours, but
existing conditions are eventually restored and GCRTA service operations return to its
previous level of service. Service Planning and Service Quality are the primary contacts
for temporary construction impacts.
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General Construction Provisions
General provisions for both temporary and permanent construction projects are as
follows:


The appropriate GCRTA representative should be invited to the project’s preconstruction conference
o Please refer to the RTA Contact Information below



The project sponsor or contractor should contact GCRTA and provide a written
notification fourteen (14) days prior to any construction that will affect nearby bus
stops or service
The contractor shall notify GCRTA at least five (5) business days in advance of all
street closures affecting transit operations regardless of the duration of the closure
o This will allow GCRTA sufficient time to plan detours and notify the general
public






The contractor shall work with GCRTA to establish an approved temporary bus stop
location
GCRTA will provide and post the appropriate temporary bus sign signage



The contractor shall notify GCRTA at least five (5) business days in advance of
construction completion so that permanent bus stop signs can be re-installed by
GCRTA



Contractor may not remove any bus stop signs without prior authorization from
GCRTA

Bus Pad In the Street
Bus pads are concrete pads that are poured in the roadway at bus stops. Placing
concrete pads at heavily used bus stops reduces the wear-and-tear on the asphalt
pavement from the deceleration of the buses. Installing a bus pad reduces the
maintenance and long term repair costs for a local jurisdiction’s roadway. Ideally, an instreet concrete bus pads should be:


Length: 120’ to 150’ long depending on speed area with 15’ joint spacing



Width: Same width as the curb lane (typically 12’)



Depth: 10” depth of reinforced concrete over 6 inches of aggregate base

See Figure 36 Typical Bus Pad below for details. These ideal standards are subject to
change depending on site specific variables.
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Figure 37- Typical Bus Pad in Street
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RTA Contact Information


Area of Concern

GCRTA DivisionDepartment

Position

Name

Phone

Email

Construction Plans
o Proposals/Review/Bus Pad

Engineering & Project
Management DivisionProject Support

Quality
Assurance
Manager

Brian
Temming

216-356-3270

btemming@gcrta.org

N/A

N/A

216-566-5135

N/A

Director of
Service
Management

Joel Freilich

216-356-3018

jfreilich@GCRTA.org

Director of
Programming
and Planning

Maribeth Feke

216-356-3272

mfeke@GCRTA.org



Street Alterations



Immediate/Urgent Construction
Affecting GCRTA Service

Operations DivisionService Quality



Bus Stop
o Addition/Removal/Relocation/
Alterations

Operations DivisionService Management




Construction Impact to Service
Safety & Consolidation



Shelter installation/removal




Planning Studies
Proposed Long Range Projects



Transit Waiting Environment
Proposals

Engineering & Project
Management DivisionProgramming and
Planning
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